Biochemical analysis of the N-terminal domain of human RAD54B
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ABSTRACT

The human RAD54B protein is a paralog of the RAD54 protein, which plays important roles in homologous recombination. RAD54B contains an N-terminal region outside the SWI2/SNF2 domain that shares less conservation with the corresponding region in RAD54. The biochemical roles of this region of RAD54B are not known, although the corresponding region in RAD54 is known to physically interact with RAD51. In the present study, we have biochemically characterized an N-terminal fragment of RAD54B, consisting of amino acid residues 26–225 (RAD54B26–225). This fragment formed a stable dimer in solution and bound to branched DNA structures. RAD54B26–225 also interacted with DMC1 in both the presence and absence of DNA. Ten DMC1 segments spanning the entire region of the DMC1 sequence were prepared, and two segments, containing amino acid residues 153–214 and 296–340, were found to directly bind to the N-terminal domain of RAD54B. A structural alignment of DMC1 with the Methanococcus voltae RadA protein, a homolog of DMC1 in the helical filament form, indicated that these RAD54B-binding sites are located near the ATP-binding site at the monomer–monomer interface in the DMC1 helical filament. Thus, RAD54B binding may affect the quaternary structure of DMC1. These observations suggest that the N-terminal domain of RAD54B plays multiple roles in homologous recombination.

INTRODUCTION

Homologous recombination is involved in many biologically important processes, and it occurs in all organisms (1–3). In meiosis, homologous recombination is carried out in order to generate genetic diversity, by creating new linkage arrangements between genes or parts of genes. Meiotic recombination also contributes to the establishment of a physical connection between homologous chromosomes, which is essential for proper chromosome segregation (4,5).

Meiotic recombination is initiated by a programed double-strand break (DSB) introduced in the initiation sites for recombination (6). At the DSB site, a single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) tail is produced, and it is incorporated into a protein–DNA complex, called the presynaptic filament. This presynaptic filament catalyzes the homologous pairing and strand-exchange reactions. An intermediate structure, called the Holliday junction, in which two double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) molecules form a four-way junction, is generated through the homologous-pairing and strand-exchange steps. The Holliday junction is then resolved into two DNA molecules by the action of endonucleases.

Studies in the budding yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae initially identified the rad52 epistasis group of genes (rad50, rad51, rad52, rad54, rad54/tid1, rad55, rad57, rad59, mre11 and xrs2) as the core factors of the homologous recombination machinery. The functions of the rad52 epistasis group genes are highly conserved among eukaryotes, from yeast to human (7,8). One member of this group of genes, rad54, encodes a protein that belongs to the SWI2/SNF2 protein family, whose members have...
DNA-dependent ATPase and chromatin-remodeling activities (9–15). Recent studies suggested that Rad54 may play diverse roles in multiple stages of homologous recombination (16,17). Rad54 promotes and stabilizes the Rad51–ssDNA nucleoprotein filament formation by physically interacting with Rad51 (18–21), and it also stimulates the homologous pairing and strand-exchange reactions mediated by Rad51 (22–25). These facts suggest that Rad54 functions in the early stage of homologous recombination. Rad54 is also known to disassemble Rad51 nucleoprotein filaments from DNA, which may be essential in the later stages of recombination (26). Moreover, Rad54 promotes branch migration of the Holliday junction in an ATP-dependent manner, suggesting that Rad54 functions in the late stage of recombination (25).

RAD54B, which shares homology with Rad54, was identified in the human cell as a member of the SWI2/SNF2 family proteins (27). Like Rad54, RAD54B is a DNA-dependent ATPase and stimulates the Rad51-mediated homologous pairing (28,29). Previously, our group and others reported that RAD54B stimulates the recombination activity of DMC1, a meiosis-specific RAD51 homolog, suggesting its role in meiotic homologous recombination (30–32). Therefore, Rad54B may be a paralog of Rad54 having both overlapping and non-overlapping roles with those of Rad54. RAD54B contains helicase motifs, which are commonly found in the members of the SWI2/SNF2 family. Outside this region, RAD54B has an N-terminal region of ~300 amino acid residues. The corresponding region in RAD54 directly interacts with RAD51 (19), suggesting that the N-terminal region of RAD54B may also be essential for the interactions with other recombination factors. However, the N-terminal region of RAD54B is considerably longer than that of RAD54. Hence, it is of interest whether the N-terminal region of RAD54B contains functional regions that are not present in that of RAD54. In the present study, we identified a stable N-terminal domain of the human RAD54B protein, and found that this domain is capable of self-associating, binding to DNA and interacting with both RAD51 and DMC1. These observations suggest multifunctional roles of the N-terminal domain of RAD54B in homologous recombination.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Purification of RAD54B26–225

The His6-tagged human RAD54B26–225 protein was overexpressed in the Escherichia coli JM109 (DE3) strain carrying an expression vector for the minor tRNAs [Codon(+)RIL, (Novagen, Darmstadt, Germany)], using the pET15b expression system (Novagen). Harvested cells were disrupted by sonication in buffer A (pH 7.8), containing 50 mM Tris–HCl, 0.3 M KCl, 2 mM 2ME, 10% glycerol and 20 mM imidazole. The His6-tagged RAD54B26–225 was eluted in a 30 CV linear gradient of 20–300 mM imidazole in buffer B. RAD54B26–225, which eluted in a broad peak, was collected and treated with 2 U of thrombin protease (GE Healthcare, Biosciences, Uppsala, Sweden) per milligram of RAD54B26–225. The RAD54B26–225 protein was then dialyzed against buffer C (pH 7.2), which contained 20 mM HEPES–KOH, 0.1 M KCl, 0.5 mM EDTA, 2 mM 2ME and 10% glycerol, and was mixed with 2 ml of Benzamidine-Sepharose (GE Healthcare) column matrix at 4°C for 1 h. The proteins in the Benzamidine-Sepharose flow-through fraction were mixed with 8 ml of Q-Sepharose column matrix at 4°C for 1 h. The proteins in the Q-Sepharose flow-through fraction were then mixed with 8 ml of SP-Sepharose column matrix at 4°C for 1 h. The SP-Sepharose column was washed with 20 CV of buffer C, and the RAD54B26–225 protein was eluted with a 20 CV linear gradient from 0.1 to 1.0 M KCl in this buffer. The peak fractions of the RAD54B26–225 proteins were collected, dialyzed against buffer D (pH 7.5), which contained 20 mM HEPES–KOH, 0.1 M KCl, 0.5 mM EDTA, 2 mM 2ME and 10% glycerol, and stored at –80°C.

Purification of the DMC1 deletion mutants

Ten overlapping glutathione S-transferase (GST)-fused DMC1 deletion mutants, composed of amino acid residues 1–44, 24–66, 47–104, 118–162, 153–214, 195–237, 225–270, 264–306 and 296–340, respectively, were overexpressed in the E. coli JM109 (DE3) strain carrying an expression vector for the minor tRNAs [Codon(+)RIL], using the pET41b expression system (Novagen). The cells were suspended in buffer E (pH 8.0), containing 50 mM Tris–HCl, 0.3 M KCl, 2 mM 2ME, 5 mM EDTA and 10% glycerol, and were disrupted by sonication. Lysates were mixed gently by the batch method with 500 µl Glutathione Sepharose 4B (GS4B) beads (GE Healthcare) at 4°C for 1 h. The beads bound with the GST–DMC1 deletion mutants were then washed four times with 10 ml of buffer E. The GST–DMC1 deletion mutants were eluted by 1 ml of buffer E with 20 mM glutathione. These proteins were dialyzed against buffer E and were stored at 4°C.

The RAD51 and DMC1 proteins were purified as described previously (30,33,34). The concentrations of the purified proteins were determined with a Bio-Rad protein assay kit, using BSA as the standard.

DNA substrates

The φX174 circular ssDNA and replicative form I DNA were purchased from New England Biolabs, Ipswich, MA, USA and Life Technologies, Gaithersburg, MD, USA. The concentrations of these DNA are expressed as molar nucleotide concentrations. The oligonucleotides used in this study are shown in Table 1. They were purchased from Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA, in the desalted form, and were purified by anion exchange.
The indicated amounts of RAD54B 26–225 were incubated with the DNA substrates (0.2 μM) in 10 μl of buffer H for either 10 min for ssDNA or 20 min for other substrates. A 32P-labeled polyA oligonucleotide was used as the ssDNA substrate, and the resulting RAD54B 26–225–polyA complex was resolved by 1% agarose gel electrophoresis in 0.5 × TBE buffer at 3.3 V/cm for 2 h. The gel was dried, exposed to an imaging plate and visualized using a BAS2500 image analyzer (Fuji Film Co., Tokyo, Japan). For other DNA substrates containing various structures, the complexes with RAD54B 26–225 were resolved by 5% polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis in 1 × TBE buffer at 100 V for 50 min, and were visualized by staining with ethidium bromide.

Protein–protein binding assay of RAD54B 26–225

RAD54B 26–225 was covalently conjugated to Affi-Gel 15 beads (100 μl, Bio-Rad), according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The unbound proteins were removed by washing the beads five times with binding buffer F (pH 7.5), which contained 20 mM HEPES–KOH, 0.15 M KCl, 0.5 mM EDTA, 2 mM 2ME, 10% glycerol and 0.05% Triton X-100. To block the residual active ester sites, ethanolamine (pH 8.0) was added to a final concentration of 100 mM and the resin was incubated at 4°C overnight. After washing the resin five times with 500 μl of buffer F, the Affi-Gel 15-protein matrices were adjusted to 50% slurries with buffer F and were stored at 4°C. For the binding assay, 20 μl of the Affi-Gel 15-protein slurry was mixed with 20 μg of RAD51, DMC1 or RecA at room temperature for 2 h. The Affi-Gel 15-protein beads were then washed five times with 500 μl of buffer F. SDS–PAGE sample buffer (2-fold) was mixed directly with the washed beads. After heating the mixture at 98°C for 5 min, the proteins were fractionated by 12% SDS–PAGE. Bands were visualized by Coomassie Brilliant Blue staining.

Table 1. Oligonucleotides used in this study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Length</th>
<th>Sequence (5’ to 3’)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PolyA</td>
<td>44-mer</td>
<td>AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>50-mer</td>
<td>TGGGTCAACGTGGGCAAGAGTCTTGACAATGTAATCGTCTATAGCCTTT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2a</td>
<td>50-mer</td>
<td>AAGGTCATAGACGTATTACCTAGTTGACATTTTGGCCACGTTGACCCA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>50-mer</td>
<td>TGCCGAATTCATTCCAGTGGCAGGTGGACATCTTGGCCACGGTTGACCC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>50-mer</td>
<td>GTCCAGATCTCTTACCTAGACGCTCATGATCATGGGACTGGTGAATAGCTGGA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>50-mer</td>
<td>CAACGTGATAGACGATTACATTGCTATGACATTTTGGCCACGTTGACCCA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>51-mer</td>
<td>CACAGTCTAGACGATTCATTGCTATAGACATTTTGGCCACGTTGACCCA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>24-mer</td>
<td>GGACATTTTGCCACGTTGACCC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>26-mer</td>
<td>TGCCGAATTCATTCCAGTGGCAGGTGAT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Gel filtration analysis of RAD54B 26–225

RAD54B 26–225 was concentrated to 5.6 mg/ml and 50 μl of the concentrated protein was fractionated through a 25 ml Superdex 200 10/30 GL column (GE Healthcare) using buffer G.

DNA-binding assays of RAD54B 26–225

For the plasmid DNA-binding assay, the indicated amounts of RAD54B 26–225 were incubated with ϕX174 ssDNA (20 μM) or ϕX174 dsDNA (10 μM) at 37°C for 20 min in 10 μl of buffer H, containing 50 mM Tris–HCl (pH 7.8), 100 μg/ml BSA and 1 mM DTT. After 10-fold loading dye was added, the products were resolved by 1% agarose gel electrophoresis in TAE buffer at 3.3 V/cm for 2.5 h, and were visualized by staining with ethidium bromide. For the binding assays using oligonucleotide substrates, the indicated amounts of RAD54B 26–225 were incubated with the DNA substrates (0.2 μM) at 37°C in 10 μl of buffer H for either 10 min for ssDNA or 20 min for other substrates. A 32P-labeled polyA oligonucleotide was used as the ssDNA substrate, and the resulting RAD54B 26–225–polyA complex was resolved by 1% agarose gel electrophoresis in 0.5 × TBE buffer at 3.3 V/cm for 2 h. The gel was dried, exposed to an imaging plate and visualized using a BAS2500 image analyzer (Fuji Film Co., Tokyo, Japan). For other DNA substrates containing various structures, the complexes with RAD54B 26–225 were resolved by 5% polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis in 1 × TBE buffer at 100 V for 50 min, and were visualized by staining with ethidium bromide.
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ssDNA- and dsDNA-binding assays of DMC1

The indicated amounts of DMC1 were incubated with ϕX174 ssDNA (20 μM) or ϕX174 dsDNA (10 μM) at 37°C for 20 min in 10 μl of buffer I, containing 50 mM Tris–HCl (pH 7.8), 1 mM ATP, 2 mM MgCl₂, 100 μg/ml BSA and 1 mM DTT. After 10-fold loading dye was added, the products were resolved by 1% agarose gel electrophoresis in TAE buffer at 3.3 V/cm for 2.5 h, and were visualized by staining with ethidium bromide.

Interaction between DMC1 and RAD54B<sub>26–225</sub> on ssDNA and dsDNA

The reactions were started by incubating 40 μM DMC1 with 20 μM ϕX174 ssDNA or 10 μM ϕX174 dsDNA at 37°C for 20 min, in 10 μl of buffer I. The indicated amounts of RAD54B<sub>26–225</sub> were then incorporated, and the mixtures were incubated at 37°C for 20 min. After

RESULTS

Purification of the RAD54B N-terminal domain fragment

To gain insight into the function of the N-terminal region of RAD54B, which is less conserved between RAD54 and RAD54B (Figure 1A), we constructed a RAD54B deletion mutant containing the first 295 residues (RAD54B<sub>1–295</sub>).
However, this fragment rapidly degraded to several smaller fragments during the expression and purification processes, suggesting that the fragment contained unstructured or flexible regions. Several rounds of fragment design and purification were performed to identify the stable N-terminal region of RAD54B. We found that the fragment consisting of amino acid residues 26–225 of RAD54B (RAD54B26–225) was resistant to proteolysis and was highly soluble. The RAD54B26–225 mutant was expressed in the E. coli JM109 (DE3) strain, as a fusion protein with an N-terminal His6 tag containing a cleavage site for thrombin protease, and was purified by Ni-NTA column chromatography (Figure 1B, lane 2). After the His6 tag was uncoupled with thrombin protease (Figure 1B, lane 3), the peak fractions containing RAD54B26–225 were further purified by Benzamidine column chromatography (Figure 1B, lane 4), Q-Sepharose column chromatography (Figure 1B, lane 5) and SP-Sepharose column chromatography (Figure 1B, lane 6). About 10 mg of purified RAD54B26–225 were obtained from 2.5 l of E. coli suspension culture. The SDS–PAGE analysis of the final purification fraction revealed an additional band with an apparent molecular weight of about 50 kDa. The band disappeared when higher concentrations of reducing agent were included in the electrophoresis sample buffer, indicating that RAD54B 26–225 oligomerizes. Consistent with this observation, a gel filtration analysis of the purified RAD54B26–225 indicated that the fragment primarily exists as a dimer (Figure 1C). These results demonstrated that amino acid residues 26–225 of RAD54B form a stable domain. Although it is not known whether the full-length RAD54B protein multimerizes, the N-terminal region may play a role in the self-association of RAD54B.

DNA-binding activity of RAD54B26–225

The conserved region of RAD54B (amino acid residues 321–785) contains the helicase motifs involved in DNA binding. As expected, the full-length RAD54B has both...
ssDNA- and dsDNA-binding activities (28). In contrast, the less conserved N-terminal domain of RAD54B has no known DNA-binding motifs, and it is not known whether this domain binds to DNA. Therefore, we first examined the DNA-binding activity of RAD54B26–225 using plasmid ssDNA and dsDNA substrates. As shown in Figure 2A, RAD54B26–225 bound to both plasmid ssDNA and dsDNA. To further characterize the DNA-binding activity of RAD54B26–225, oligonucleotide substrates were used. RAD54B26–225 bound to a polyA ssDNA oligonucleotide, a substrate that is free of secondary structures (Figure 2B). The binding was observed at higher salt concentrations (Figure 2C), suggesting that RAD54B26–225 interacts with ssDNA through specific interactions and not by nonspecific ionic interactions. RAD54B26–225 also interacted with a dsDNA oligonucleotide, as well as DNA oligonucleotides with branched structures (Figure 2D). The binding experiments were performed using the same concentrations of the DNA substrates (0.2 μM) and RAD54B (2, 4, 8 and 16 μM), to facilitate comparisons between the results with different DNA substrates. We found that RAD54B26–225 exhibited slightly higher affinity for dsDNA than ssDNA (compare the amount of uncomplexed DNA between Figure 2B, lane 5 and 2D, lane 5). This was also apparent from the higher affinity for dsDNA than for DNA substrates with shorter duplex regions, such as the splayed arm and the 3'-tailed or 5'-tailed duplexes (Figure 2D, lanes 1–20). We also found that among the branched DNA substrates we tested, RAD54B26–225 displayed the highest affinity for 5'-flapped DNA and 3'-PX junction (Figure 2D, lanes 26–35). These results suggested that RAD54B26–225 may specifically function on branched DNA molecules.

**RAD54B26–225 interacts with both RAD51 and DMC1**

We have previously shown that RAD54B interacts with RAD51 and DMC1 (30). However, it is not known whether the N-terminal domain of RAD54B is involved in the interactions. We therefore tested the interactions between the N-terminal domain of RAD54B and RAD51 or DMC1 by a pull-down assay, using RAD54B26–225-conjugated Affi-Gel 15 beads. The proteins bound to the RAD54B26–225 beads were detected by SDS–PAGE. Consistent with the fact that RAD54B26–225 self-associates (Figure 1C), we observed RAD54B26–225 in the elution fraction that was not covalently conjugated to the Affi-Gel beads (Figure 3A, lanes 5–9; 3B, lanes 5–8 and 3C, lane 5). As shown in Figures 3A and B, RAD54B26–225 interacted with both RAD51 and DMC1 (Figure 3A, lanes 5–9 and 3B, lanes 5 and 6, respectively). In contrast, RAD54B26–225 weakly bound to RecA, the bacterial homolog of RAD51 and DMC1, suggesting that the interactions between RAD54B26–225 and RAD51 or DMC1 were specific (Figure 3C). When the salt concentrations

**Figure 3. RAD54B26–225 interacts with RAD51 and DMC1.** The interactions were observed by a pull-down assay, in which DMC1 (A) or RAD51 (B) was mixed with RAD54B26–225 that was covalently conjugated to an Affi-Gel 15 matrix. The proteins bound to the RAD54B26–225-conjugated beads were eluted by SDS–PAGE sample buffer, and fractionated on a 12% SDS–PAGE gel. Lanes 2 and 3 are one-tenth of the total proteins used. Lane 4 is the negative control using the Affi-Gel 15 matrix without RAD54B26–225. The salt concentration was titrated for both binding experiments, which are shown beyond lane 5. (C) Interaction between bacterial RecA and RAD54B26–225. The binding experiment was performed in the presence of 100 mM KCl. The bands were visualized by Coomassie Brilliant Blue staining.
were titrated for the RAD51- and DMC1-binding experiments, the amounts of RAD51 and DMC1 bound to RAD54B26-225 sharply decreased at 200 mM of KCl (Figure 3A, lane 7 and 3B, lane 6). In the case of DMC1, the binding was observed even at 300 mM of KCl, whereas the RAD51 binding was absent at 250 mM of KCl. This difference in binding affinities could reflect the differences in the mechanisms of interactions between RAD54B26-225 and RAD51 or DMC1.

Interaction of RAD54B26-225 with ssDNA- and dsDNA-bound DMC1

We next addressed whether RAD54B26-225 can interact with the DMC1 protein bound to either ssDNA or dsDNA. To do this, DMC1–DNA complexes were initially formed, followed by the addition of RAD54B26-225 and the resulting complexes were examined by a gel shift assay. To minimize the chance of RAD54B26-225 binding to the DMC1-free regions of the DNA molecule, we determined the concentrations of DMC1 required to nearly saturate the DNA substrates (Figure 4A, lanes 4 and 9). These concentrations of DMC1 were incubated with ssDNA or dsDNA, followed by the addition of RAD54B26-225 to the reaction mixture. As shown in Figure 4B (lanes 3–6 and lanes 10–13), increasing concentrations of RAD54B26-225 resulted in the supershifting of the DMC1–DNA complexes in the agarose gel. The supershifted complexes migrated differently from the RAD54B26-225–DNA complex (Figure 4B, lanes 7 and 14). These results indicated that RAD54B26-225 can form ternary complexes with DMC1 and either ssDNA or dsDNA. In the experiments shown in Figure 4B (lanes 13 and 14), the migration distances of the DMC1–RAD54B26-225–dsDNA ternary complex and the RAD54B26-225–dsDNA complex were nearly the same. To exclude the possibility that DMC1 had dissociated from the DNA, leaving behind the RAD54B26-225–dsDNA complex, we performed an electroelution of the protein–DNA complex, to investigate whether it contained DMC1. As confirmed by SDS–PAGE, both DMC1 and RAD54B26-225 were detected (Figure 4C), indicating that the DMC1–RAD54B26-225–dsDNA ternary complex was actually formed.

Identification of the DMC1 region that binds to RAD54B26-225

Previously, we found that RAD54B interacts with the ATPase domain of DMC1. To define more precisely the regions of DMC1 that interact with RAD54B, 10 DMC1 fragments were designed to cover the entire region of the DMC1 sequence (Figure 5A). These fragments were expressed as GST-fused proteins. The GST-fused DMC1 fragments required a short induction time and rapid purification. Otherwise, the fragments readily degraded to a size of about 25 kDa, which is likely GST. Even with careful purification, partial degradation products were observed with some of the DMC1 fragments (Figure 5B, lanes 3, 4, 5, 7–9). A pull-down assay using GST4B beads was carried out (Figure 5B). In this assay, RAD54B26-225 was pulled down with GST-fused DMC1 fragments.

---

**Figure 4.** Interaction between DMC1 and RAD54B26-225 on DNA. (A) DNA-binding activity of DMC1. Increasing amounts of DMC1 (10, 20, 40 and 80 μM in lanes 2–5 and lanes 7–10, respectively) were incubated with φX174 ssDNA (20 μM in nucleotides) or φX174 superhelical dsDNA (10 μM in nucleotides). Lanes 1 and 6 indicate negative control experiments without protein. The reaction mixtures were fractionated on a 1% agarose gel, which was stained with ethidium bromide. (B) RAD54B26-225 forms ternary complexes with DMC1 and DNA. A constant amount of DMC1 (40 μM) was incubated with φX174 circular ssDNA (20 μM in nucleotides) or φX174 superhelical dsDNA (10 μM in nucleotides) at 37 °C for 20 min, followed by an incubation with increasing amounts of RAD54B26-225 (0, 2.0, 4.0, 8.0 and 16 μM in lanes 2–6 and lanes 9–13, respectively) at 37 °C for 20 min. In lanes 7 and 14, RAD54B26-225 (16 μM) was incubated with ssDNA and dsDNA, but not DMC1, respectively. Lanes 1 and 8 indicate negative control experiments without protein. (C) Electroelution analysis of the protein–DNA complex. The protein–DNA complex detected in Figure 4B lane 13 was electroeluted from the agarose gel, and was analyzed by SDS–PAGE gel (lane 3). Lane 5 is the negative control experiment performed without dsDNA. Lane 1 indicates the molecular mass markers. Lanes 2 and 3 are one-tenth of the input DMC1 and RAD54B26-225, respectively. Nc and sc indicate nicked circular and superhelical dsDNA, respectively.
bound to GS4B beads, and was detected by SDS–PAGE. As shown in Figure 5B, RAD54B<sub>26–225</sub> bound to DMC1 fragments VI and X, and weakly to V (Figure 5B, lanes 6, 7 and 11), but did not bind to other fragments. Regions VI and X are located close to each other and are exposed on the surface of the crystal structure of DMC1 (Figure 5C). The RAD54B<sub>26–225</sub> fragment self-associates and exists primarily as a dimer in solution. We also found that the RAD54B<sub>26–225</sub> fragment has both ssDNA- and dsDNA-binding activities. Among the branched DNA substrates tested, RAD54B<sub>26–225</sub> exhibited the highest affinities for 5′-flapped DNA and 3′-PX junction. Interestingly, cross-linking studies of the RAD54 protein demonstrated that the fundamental unit of this protein is a dimer (41). Furthermore, the RAD54 protein preferentially binds to branched DNA substrates, with the highest preference for PX junction (42). These activities are proposed to be the basis for the specific recognition of the branched DNA substrate by oligomeric RAD54 (42). Our result suggested that RAD54B may similarly self-associate on DNA, and that the N-terminal region could provide important interactions for the oligomerization and the DNA binding.

**DISCUSSION**

Several studies have indicated that RAD54B and Rad54 have similar biochemical properties (29,30,38,39). To clarify the similarities and differences between RAD54B and Rad54, we focused on the poorly characterized N-terminal region of RAD54B, which shares less conservation with the corresponding region in RAD54. We found a stable domain of RAD54B that is composed of amino acid residues 26–225. This region seems to be absent in RAD54, as no structured domains were found outside the crystal structure of the core region of the zebrafish Rad54 protein (amino acid residues 91–738; Figure 1A; see Ref. 40).

The RAD54B<sub>26–225</sub> fragment self-associates and exists primarily as a dimer in solution. We also found that the RAD54B<sub>26–225</sub> fragment has both ssDNA- and dsDNA-binding activities. Among the branched DNA substrates tested, RAD54B<sub>26–225</sub> exhibited the highest affinities for 5′-flapped DNA and 3′-PX junction. Interestingly, cross-linking studies of the RAD54 protein demonstrated that the fundamental unit of this protein is a dimer (41). Furthermore, the RAD54 protein preferentially binds to branched DNA substrates, with the highest preference for PX junction (42). These activities are proposed to be the basis for the specific recognition of the branched DNA substrate by oligomeric RAD54 (42). Our result suggested that RAD54B may similarly self-associate on DNA, and that the N-terminal region could provide important interactions for the oligomerization and the DNA binding.

The RAD54B<sub>26–225</sub> fragment also physically interacted with both the RAD51 and DMC1 recombinases. Previously, we demonstrated that RAD54B stimulates the DMC1-mediated strand exchange by stabilizing the
DMC1–ssDNA complex, and proposed that RAD54B may promote the formation of the active DMC1 helical filament (30). In this study, we found that RAD54B26–225 bound to both DMC1 alone and DMC1 complexed with DNA, and we mapped the RAD54B-interacting regions of DMC1 (amino acid residues 153–214 and 296–340). These regions are exposed on the surface of the octameric ring. The corresponding regions in the *Methanococcus voltae* RadA protein, a homolog of DMC1 that forms a helical filament (43), are also exposed on the surface. Thus, the RAD54B-interacting regions appear to be easily accessible by other factors, in both the ring and helical filament forms. These regions, for example, do not overlap with the putative DNA-binding loops L1 and L2 (amino acid residues 235–240 and 271–286) that face towards the center of the ring or the filament structure. This fact is consistent with the results that RAD54B26–225 interacted with the DMC1 bound to either ssDNA or dsDNA. Interestingly, the corresponding RAD54B-interacting regions of RadA are located near the monomer–monomer interface, and contain amino acid residues that directly interact with ATP (Figure 6). Thus, the N-terminal region of RAD54B may affect the quaternary structure of DMC1 through these interactions, and may be critical for regulating the function of DMC1. Given that RAD54B stimulates the DMC1-mediated DNA strand exchange, one possibility is that the binding of RAD54B to DMC1 may trigger the conversion of the DMC1 structure from the octameric ring form to the active helical filament form. Another possibility is that the binding of RAD54B to DMC1 may promote the turnover of DMC1 from the DNA strand-exchange product, leading to the release of DMC1. Although these observations suggested that the interaction between RAD54B and DMC1 is functionally important, meiosis in the *RAD54B* knockout mouse seems to be unaffected (29). This may be due to the presence of an unidentified RAD54 paralog that functions in meiosis. Alternatively, RAD54B may have a relatively minor role in meiosis, and may function with DMC1 only under certain circumstances. Further *in vivo* and *in vitro* analyses are required to elucidate the role of RAD54B in meiosis.

In conclusion, the present study demonstrated that the N-terminal region of RAD54B is multifunctional. We found several novel biochemical properties of the N-terminal region of RAD54B that were not previously shown for the corresponding region in RAD54. These activities may be essential for the specialized role of RAD54B in homologous recombination. More studies are required to understand the broad functional spectra of RAD54B in homologous recombination, including those that are unique to RAD54B and those that are commonly shared among RAD54 paralogs.
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